
Shop Pricing  

Most common services and repairs have a fixed rate listed below.  

Some repairs or services may be subject to additional charges should any unforeseen 

circumstances arise with the instrument (other damage requiring attention for example) or if the 

instrument is in exceptionally poor condition. You will be notified prior to any extra charges 

being incurred.  

Services or repairs which do not have a fixed rate will be billed at the bench rate of $60 per hour 

with a minimum charge of $20 (unless otherwise noted).  

We may or may not be able to offer additional services. For anything that is not listed below 

please contact us for a quote.  

All prices are subject to change. Sales tax is not included.  

  

Restrings  

This will include cleaning the guitar, full inspection, and changing of strings to the same gauge. 

Note: A change in string gauge requires a full setup.  

Standard Electric, Acoustic, or Bass - $19  

Floyd Rose (Only available if last setup by our shop) - $29  

12 String - $29  

Classical - $29  

  

Setups  

See “The Setup” section of our website for full details.  

Standard Electric, Acoustic, or Bass - $59  

Floyd Rose - $79  

12 String - $79  

Classical - $59  

  

  

  

  



Fretwork  

All fret dressing and refrets require a setup. Refrets also require a new nut to accommodate the 

adjusted fret height. Part of the refret process is levelling the fingerboard to ensure the smoothest 

installation. Refrets on maple fingerboards (or other finished woods) will require refinishing to 

protect the wood. We use nitrocellulose lacquer for our finishing; this is a timeconsuming 

process so expect a longer turnaround time. We can offer either a gloss or satin finish for the 

same cost. It is possible to refret without refinishing (on vintage instruments for example) but we 

cannot guarantee a perfect outcome. All these services are included in our pricing.   

Please note that for the most part, we do not offer partial refrets as we do not feel this is a fair 

service to the customer. If some of your frets need replacement, its likely the rest will need it soon 

as well. Charging for work and filing down wear to match the rest of the frets, only to need it 

repeated soon after with a full refret… just feels wrong. That said, if for some reason you have 

some damaged frets, please contact us and we will look at it.  

Fret Edge Dress with rolled fingerboard - $79  

Dressing high frets - $15 per fret  

Full Fret Dress (includes setup) - $179 for standard frets, $199 for steel  

- Floyd Rose or 12 string – add $20 

Full Refret, unfinished fretboard, unbound or bound - $399  

Full Refret, finished fretboard (if refinishing), unbound or bound - $599  

- There will be a $50 upcharge for stainless steel refrets.  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  



Bone Work  

We hand carve our bone nut and saddle replacements to perfectly fit your instrument. We feel this 

is the best choice for nut and saddle replacement and we keep stock on hand. If you require 

something other than bone please contact us for pricing; we will check into availability through 

our suppliers and provide a quote. With that said, the pricing will be similar as other materials 

still require custom finishing. All Bone work requires a setup, this has not been included in the 

pricing.  

Bone Nut - $69  

 -  12 String - $79  

Bone Saddle - $69  

Bone nut and saddle combo - $129  

  

Bridge Replacement  

Bridge and saddle work will typically require a setup; please confirm with us. Prices are for 

direct replacement. There will be additional charges for any filling, drilling, or routing.  

Saddles - $4 per saddle  

Pre slotted Tune-o-matic style - $10  

Un-slotted Tune-o-matic style - $40  

Hardtail/surface mount - $20  

Telecaster - $30  

2 point tremolo - $20  

6 screw tremolo - $30  

Floyd Rose Locking style - $50  

Floating Archtop - $20 

  

  

  

  

  



Wiring/Electronic Work  

We charge the minimum bench rate ($20) for all electronic work and add charges per component 

being wired. If your total bill before tax exceeds $80 the bench rate will be dropped. This will 

include costs for any wiring being replaced. We typically use vintage cloth covered wire. If you 

require something different, please let us know. This is not a comprehensive list. There is no way 

we can cover all the possibilities for wiring here. If you have something specific in mind, please 

contact us for a quote.  

Output Jack, Pots, battery boxes - $15  

2-3 position Switches - $20  

5 position Switches, push pull pots - $30  

Drilling in pickguard - $10 per hole  

Drilling in guitar body - $20 per hole  

1/2/3 2-conductor pickups - $40/$60/$70  

1/2/3 4-conductor pickups - $50/$70/$80  

Install Pre-wired harness/pickguard - $50  

Acoustic soundhole pickup with endpin - $50  

Acoustic undersaddle pickup with endpin - $60  

Taped Cavity Shielding - $60  

Painted Cavity Shielding - $80  

Add $30 for any archtop/semi-hollow/hollow body with no panel access  

  

Pickguards  

Prices are for install of pre-made pickguards only. Does not include the pickguard itself (to be 

supplied by customer or we can look at ordering one for you).  

Strat Style - $30  

Floating (Les Paul, hollow body, etc…) - $10  

Telecaster - $20  

Self Stick Acoustic - $20 if same size. If changing shapes, reshaping is required, or there is 

extensive glue removal, there will be upcharges.  

Additional charge for any new drilling required (Minimum $10)  



  

Miscellaneous  

Drop in replace tuners - $20 (requires setup in addition)  

- New set screw or guide pin holes add - $20  

- Reaming add - $20  

- 12 string add - $20  

- Doweling old set screw holes add - $20 (Note this does not include finishing. 

Please contact for pricing. Various options could be available.)  

Install Strap button - $10 ea.  

Repair loose strap button - $10  

Install new bolt on neck - $59 (requires setup in addition)  

Block Tremolo - $40  

Scuff sand neck to satin finish - $79 

  

Structural Repairs  

Note these are minimum/range amounts and will vary greatly. These repairs are highly variable, 

mostly depending on the amount of damage and finishing work required. These repairs would 

also require a setup which is not included. Please contact for pricing.  

Acoustic bridge reset - $100 - $200  

Bridge Shave - $50  

Neck Shave - $100 - $400  

Broken Headstock - $100 - $500  

Cracks - $80 - $200  

Neck reset/heel separation - $100 - $700 (usually this is not actually required/or recommended.  

There are other options available most of the time)  


